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Dear Reader,
                                                          
We often get asked for tips about how to get the most out of trade 
shows, especially the mighty drupa. The advice used to be that 
planning and sticking to a scheduled set of objectives helps get the 
most out of one’s time at a show. But that doesn’t seem to be working 
here at the Düsseldorf Messe. 

For drupa 2012 is a show of wondrous chaos and excitement, 
something almost lost in the noisy PR onslaught that preceded 
the show. Print’s vital signs are about more than sheets per hour 
and resolutions, and we are pleased to report that a brave cohort 
of developers, including Heidelberg, Ricoh, Agfa and Canon, are 
looking beyond print’s conventions. They are previewing tools to 
bridge physical and digital media, inviting ideas about how digital 
media can drive more printed pages, pages with enhanced relevance 
and value.
 
That major manufacturers are using drupa to trial interactive digital 
media, is fantastic because it is what the market wants and needs. It 
is an important harbinger of where the industry’s major players are 
leading their customers. Leadership is what print is all about.

Enjoy!

Laurel, Nessan, Paul and Todd

News Analysis
Quiz

Special drupa Issue!

Regular Features & Special 
Treats

Laurel Brunner has checked out the latest 
offerings covering workflow and particularly 
the range of cloud services now getting off the 
ground. 

drupa diaries

see page 8

Benny Landa has been showing off his new 
Nanographic printing process, which promises 
the holy grail of low cost per copy and high 
image quality.

Benny’s back

see page 4
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This year’s show has thrown up a terrific range of 
new digital printers which we’ve quickly outlined 
here while whizzing around the show, with a 
more thorough report to follow later.

The Hybrid drupa

see page 13

Respect the divine and love people.

– Dr. Inamori, founder of Kyocera, 1959

Paul Lindström looks at the latest 
spectrophotometers that have been shown 
off at drupa as well as some of the quality 
management systems being demonstrated.

QM and CM at drupa

see page 16

For the final part of our series looking at print 
certification issues Laurel Brunner considers the 
role played by the publisher. 

Quality time

see page 22
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Kodak: in the yellow
Antonio Perez had potentially one of the most difficult press 

conferences, given Kodak’s chapter 11 status, which not 

surprisingly overshadowed the product announcements, 

covered in last month’s issue. Perez says that Kodak plans 

to emerge from its bankruptcy proceeding and is “right 

on track” to do so in 2013. He insisted that it was business 

as usual for now, stating: “After the chapter 11 filing we 

had a very difficult month with our customers and our 

suppliers. We had to visit a lot of people. It took about a 

month where the top team visited around 250 customers 

around the world. But a month later things went back to 

normal. I can assure you that business is like it used to be. 

We have customers that continue to place orders and we 

have suppliers that continue with us like they used to.”

He added: “Chapter 11 is an excellent tool for 

restructuring the US company which is what we have to 

restructure. We asked the help of a judge to solve the 

issues that we couldn’t solve ourselves such as the right 

size of a company that has been around for 130 years.” 

This has included losing several board members. “We still 

have a very large board and in time that will have to be 

reduced”, says Perez. He notes: “It’s easier to eliminate 

business when we are in chapter 11.”

News Analysis

Antonio Perez, CEO of Kodak, at Kodak’s Drupa press 
conference, explaining the benefits of the chapter 11 process.

The restructuring also means altering Kodak’s geographic 

focus to concentrate on the emerging markets such as 

China, Latin America and India. These economies are 

growing, as are their populations. Perez notes: “Print 

is very related to the number of people so emerging 

markets have increasing importance and our resources 

are still heavily allocated to the older economies.”

Clearly part of Kodak’s strategy is also to sell off some of 

its intellectual property, with Kodak already having gotten 

out of digital photography. However, Perez says that the 

commercial print sector is important to it and that it will 

not sell off any part of that portfolio. Indeed, Kodak’s main 

plan seems to be to rely on completing its Prosper presses 

and print modules to generate continuing ink revenues. 

He reminded us that in 2008 he claimed that the Prosper 

press would change and revolutionise the world of print 

and beyond. He didn’t seem aware that not only has the 
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Prosper technology failed to do that, but that Landa has 

just made similar claims and looks more likely to really 

make a difference.

But Perez failed to mention that the original premise 

behind the Prosper presses was that they would print to 

any paper stock, including offset. The current plan is to 

wait for the paper manufacturers to develop a suitable 

range of papers. But while there are papers in the US, 

the supply to Europe is extremely limited and Perez 

admitted: “It’s going to take years to solve.” He added: 

“This problem is important in Europe and the US but it’s 

critically important in the emerging markets.” Kodak does 

have an intermediate solution in its pre-coater but this 

pushes up the cost per copy.

Perez says that Kodak is still attracting partners who want 

to use its technology to further their own applications 

and that this will be the best way for Kodak to make the 

most out of its technology. But of course this is tightly 

related to how well Kodak is coping with its restructuring 

challenge, because people will need to be confident in 

the continued supply of printheads before investing in 

Prosper technology.
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Benny’s back
For many journalists, drupa 2012 started with the 
Benny Landa press conference in which he revealed 
some details of his new inkjet venture, Nanography. 
At the core of this is NanoInk, an aqueous ink that 
uses tiny or nano particles of pigment, which Landa 
claims are capable of being “amazingly colourful”.

Landa is nothing if not a great showman, and for many 
journalists the Benny Landa show was the most hotly 
anticipated event, at least for the first day of the show. But 
Landa also has form, having developed the Indigo presses, 
arguably the most successful digital print technology so 
far. Having sold the company to HP, Benny himself could 
easily have retired and lived the life of a millionaire that we 
all dream of. But instead he’s spent the last eight years, and 
quite a few million dollars of his own money, developing 
a new process. So the question is, can he revolutionise the 
printing industry a second time around?

He certainly has the vision. According to Landa, only two 
percent of all pages printed are done via digital print, but 
Nanography will go after the other 98 percent: “To be 
mainstream it must be competitive with offset with the 
same cost and speed as well as the ability to print on any 
kind of paper stock.”

As we’ve noted, the NanoInk uses tiny nano-sized particles 
of pigment that are said to be very efficient at absorbing 
light giving them a very wide colour gamut. They will 
work with most colours, though not white or metallic and 
Landa has yet to try fluorescent colours. They are water-
based and come supplied in plastic containers which are 
flattened as the ink is sucked out of the container into 
the press, leaving an easily recyclable plastic disc. Other 
vendors have also used nano-sized pigment particles, 
though not with quite the same marketing flair. 

Essentially the ink is jetted to a moving blanket, which 
is heated so that most of the water evaporates from the 
ink effectively transforming it to a hot melt adhesive 
with coloured pigments. The surface of the transfer 
belt acts like an adhesive backing so that the ink easily 
transfers to the paper. When it lands on the relatively 

cold paper, the sudden change in temperature helps it to 
bond firmly to the substrate. It sits on top of the paper, 
rather than penetrating into the fibres, but thanks to the 
nano pigments it forms a very thin layer on the paper 
surface, just 500 nanometers thick, said to be roughly half 
the thickness of an offset image. Landa corporate vice 

president Nir Zarmi says that this layer is so thin that it 
will mould to the fibres of the paper and even take on the 
surface finish as gloss or matt.

Consequently the ink forms a very sharply defined dot, 
with no gain, and will print to many different substrates, 
including plastic and film as well as paper, making it 
highly suitable for packaging. There’s no need to pre-coat 
the media and prints are immediately dry and ready for 

Benny Landa, visionary founder of Landa Inc, hoping to repeat 
the success he found with his earlier Indigo press, as he unveils 
his latest idea, Nanographic printing, to journalists at the drupa 
press conference.
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finishing without any further treatment. Better still, the 
inks are said to be FDA-compliant for food packaging.

The printhead itself, which Landa refers to as a print 
ejector, is a piezo electric head from another supplier, 
though Landa won’t say who. However, it is a greyscale 
head, jetting five different sized droplets. The heads are 
stitched together to form a single printbar with one per 
colour. They are said to have the average life span of a 
piezo head of hundreds and thousands of hours. However, 
Landa has also said that there’s no reason that a thermal 
head could not also be adapted to work with these inks. 

Landa has announced six new presses using this process, 
three sheetfed and three webfed. They boast a huge eye-
catching touchscreen interface across the whole of the 
side of the machine, showing the operators the condition 
of the presses, the details of each jobs and the print queue. 
There’s even a digital loupe to check print samples. When 
an operator moves away, the screen displays the vital 
statistics, such as the time remaining before the job ends 

or the paper needs to be refilled, in large letters, easily 
viewable from a distance so that one operator could work 
on up to four machines at a time.The machines can also 
be controlled from an iPad. 

The three sheetfed presses can have up to eight colours. 
They include: the S5, a B3 entry-level press that can 
print simplex sheets at 11,000 s/h on any media from 
60-350gsm; the S7 is a B2 model capable of single or 
double sided printing up to 12,000 s/h on any media up 
to 350gsm; the S10 is a B1 printer that can run at 13,000 
s/h, single or double-sided on any substrate up to 400gsm. 
This last will also print in simplex to folding carton on 
virgin and recycled board, metalised stock and plastic 
foils, at speeds up to 6,500 s/h. 

For the three webfed presses, Landa has partnered 
with Komori, which has supplied the paper transport 
mechanism. They all run at speeds up to 200 metres per 
minute and include the W5, a 560mm wide press for 
single-sided printing to plastic films and shrink sleeves 

Benny Landa demonstrates his W50 webfed Nanographic press at the drupa press conference.
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up to 250 microns, as well as aluminium foil and paper 
up to 300 microns. There’s also the W10, a 1020mm wide 
press for single sided printing to film and paper said to be 
suitable for mainstream packaging converters. The W50 

is a 560mm wide press for high volume double-sided 
production to any paper stock from 40 to 300gsm, for the 
publishing, direct mail and general commercial sectors. 

There doesn’t appear to be any reason why this technology 
could not also be used for wide format production and 
we certainly can see a market for a fast, high volume 
automated flatbed printer.

Early adopters
As well as supplying paper transport to Landa, Komori 
will also make its own Nanographic presses, both sheeted 
and webfed. It has said that this is specifically to address 
the demand for shorter run lengths and fast turnaround 
times from its existing customers.

On top of this, both Heidelberg and Manroland have also 
signed up as partners for Landa in the last week or so. 
According to Landa, this is because sales of offset presses 
are dropping: “Nanography can make mainstream 
printing profitable today and this is why the press 
manufacturers have signed up”. 

Raphael Penuela Torres, executive vice president and 
board member of Manroland sheetfed, is more guarded, 

commenting: “We have to find out from our customers 
what they can do with the Landa technology and drupa 
is the best platform to do that.” Landa himself says that 
working with partners is a better alternative than trying 
to hold on to a monopoly, noting that the market will 
only really take off when the other vendors get involved.

But of course Landa needs the market to grow because 
its main source of revenue is the ink. The other press 
manufacturers can license the technology and build their 
own hardware but they all have to sell the ink that only 
Landa can supply. For now there’s only a single ink plant 
in Israel but Landa has plans to build facilities all around 
the world. So the real issue here could come down to how 
well Landa has patented the ink.

Meanwhile, both Manroland and Heidelberg have 
investigated other inkjet options. In Manroland’s case 
this is the Inline inkjet module, developed with Atlantic 
Zeisser printheads. Although the initial work has been 
done with Atlantic Zeisser, Manroland says that it is free 
to use other manufacturers heads if it chooses, as the basis 
of the product is the patented work that Manroland did to 
allow the printheads to work within a millimetre of the 
substrate, including finding a way to move the grippers 
out of the way by using a suction cylinder.

The printheads are fixed to a printbar and cover the whole 
width of a sheet. The solution runs at 7000 s/h at 600dpi 
or 14,000 s/h at 300dpi, which should be adequate for 
variable data text, barcodes and track and trace security 
marks. It uses UV inks and will work with most substrates, 
coated and uncoated and even plastics. The module also 
includes LED curing. Christian Cerfontaine, marketing 
director, says that he sees the Landa solution as a long 
term product, and the Atlantic Zeisser as more of a short 
term stopgap.

Heidelberg, on the other hand, has announced a new 
offset press, the XL106, which it says is inkjet-ready. It 
uses monochrome printheads from the German vendor 
Inkdustry, with 12 heads stretched across the print width. 
These only have a narrow swathe of around 2cm but can 
be positioned anywhere through the prepress software. 
Heidelberg envisages these being used for some variable 
data, such as numbers on lottery tickets, as well as coding 

The whole of the front of the Landa presses form one giant 
touchscreen display, which can display various details and will 
even show the operator how long before it needs attention in 
large enough letters to be seen from some distance away.
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information such as print defects that the inline quality 
control system detects.

Conclusion
On the face of it the system that Landa is proposing 
appears to be an extremely elegant one. All the technology 
lies in the NanoInks, with the hardware mostly using 
proven components. The sheer range of substrates that 
are claimed to work with it ensures that the system is 
applicable to many different markets, and if it can truly 
give good image quality on low cost paper, without the 
inks costing a fortune, then it’s truly a game changing 
technology.

But of course, it’s impossible to say if Nanography will 
actually work. The samples on show at drupa are best 
described as being a work in progress and Landa himself 
says the first press won’t be available until the second 
half of next year, with the other press manufacturers 
following a bit later. For now Landa is in the same 
position that Kodak was in at the last drupa: it has an 
inkjet solution that promises both high quality and low 
cost per copy that’s not yet finished. If Landa can deliver 
then Nanography may indeed be a revolutionary idea that 
changes the face of printing. But we’ll have to wait and see 
if the print image can be improved, and how well it bonds 
to different substrates, and of course, whether or not it 
can be de-inked. Watch this space.

– Nessan Cleary
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prepress and web-to-print stuff that one would expect. 
The service is subscriptions-based, which means that 
Agfa is fully responsible for all hardware and software 
maintenance and updates, in return for a monthly fee. 
And the printer has no worries about managing their IT 
or workflow system upgrades, concentrating instead on 
the customer. 

Presstek, now under a new management team, has 
aspirations to become a digital player and workflow 
puzzler. The company has added variable data capabilities 
to the 75DI with monochrome Kodak Stream heads, and 
speaks of further inkjet intentions. To manage the data 
driving its devices, Presstek has developed Virtuoso, at 
the moment a fairly rudimentary printed sheet inspection 
system. Unfortunately this technology does not include 
support for ISO 12647-2 which is a pity as such features 
would give Presstek a means of leapfrogging over some of 
its competitors. 

Presstek is using an OEM model along with co-branding 
to make Virtuoso available for other presses and hopes 
to develop its technology into a comprehensive, web-
based quality assurance system. This is a good move for 
the company but only the first step on a long and winding 
road.

Looking for Rainbows
Prepress workflows now reach beyond a printing plant, 
whether they exploit cloud-based services or not. And they 
are about more than trapping, screening and imposition. 
Installing a press and getting a positive return on pages 
printed depends as much as how data gets shoved down 
the pipe, as it does on how the data gets printed. And at 
the drupa halfway point, it was clear that drupa will move 
away from a focus on machinery towards a focus on data 
and digital delivery either to print or screen or both. 

This is the premise that underlies Esko’s business model, 
which is all about colour management and driving 
accurate data for packaging output on screen and in 
print. Printed packaging is a brand owner’s primary 
communication channel and Esko technology touches 
nine out of ten major brands. Esko partners with a swarm 
of companies to provide front end support for packaging 
output, and in this sense arguably had a bigger presence 

drupa Diaries
As drupa gets into full swing more than a couple 
of trends are apparent: workflow management is 
everything, media is all about the data, the world 
is getting greener (in theory at least) and print’s 
conversation with digital media has started. At 
previous drupas all this digichat would have been 
lost in a stampede of heavy metal and digital device 
announcements. But 2012 marks a turning point. 

Data Dalliances
Our industry’s reliance on IT goes much further than 
deciding how much RAM to cram into your laptop. Even 
the mighty Heidelberg was talking more about data 
than hardware at its drupa press conference. Despite 
the swarm of new digital presses on show, data plays an 
equally important role at drupa 2012, both on the ground 
and in the cloud.

It might seem like a boring theme, but data handling is at 
the heart of how a printing company can build a business 
and make money with a  printing system. Agfa announced 
Apogee 8.0 which includes Apogee Storefront, a cloud-
based system that supports hybrid workflows and 
customer relationship  management, in addition to all the 

Agfa’s Apogee Storefront takes Agfa into the cloud with a 
subscriber service, that bears the brunt of the IT and cloud 
burden.
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than any other software developer. Its Suite 12 technology 
has been expanded to reach further into the enterprise 
with enhanced colour management tools, management 
tools and Enterprise Resource Planning tools. The 
company’s cloud strategy is already established through 
its participation in the PantoneLive project.

Other cloud-based projects along these lines are 
underway. Xeikon Colour Control is a hosted service for 
creating colour profiles and look-up tables that reside 
in the Xeikon cloud. Customers pay an annual fee and 
can use the service for increased colour repeatability. 
GMG’s CoZone is a modular system for supporting 
cross media production, managing both profiles and 
software to manage colour across devices. The cost of 
the service depends on how one uses it: number of page 
views, how many files are processed and the number of 
colour conversions. These tools looks perfect for any 
organisation that wants to manage colour collaborations 
across media and locations.

Unlike many of its customers, EFI has a twelve-year history 
in cloud services, largely because of its Digital Storefront. 
EFI has one of the broadest reaches in the industry, if not 
the broadest given the number of Fiery servers installed. 
In all areas of data management the company is bubbling 
in the froth of its installed base of MIS of 20,000 users, 
15% of whom use EFI cloud services. 

EFI’s own history is all about data and devices starting 
with colour management and sending colour managed 
data for output on photocopiers. The move to MIS and 
alternative output including wide format and the cloud 
reflect a series of transformations that EFI wants to share 
with its customers. Its Orion operating system is designed 
to support the new entry-level Vutek QS however, EFI 
is making it available to existing customers as well. In 
common with many of its competitors EFI is using a 
cloud-based dashboard to help customers monitor and 
benchmark production and device performance. 

Although there are masses of new engines for people 
to see, the digital press developers are also focusing 
on creating decent workflows that defy time, space, 
geographies and traditional business models. Xerox for 

EFI’s ubermensch Guy Gecht summed it up: “there is definitely 
more awareness for the cloud at this drupa, which is a good 
thing.”

instance is showing its Freedom to Print technology that 
routes both print jobs and software to Xerox engines 
and those of the company’s competitors. This is another 
example of the importance of the cloud model to our 
industry, and hints at some of the imagination that is 
being brought to bear to develop cloud-based services for 
media companies throughout the supply chain. 

Mammoths on the Horizon
The move by traditional press vendors into the digital 
space is welcome, however not all of them fully 
understand the nature of the market they want to enter. 
For instance KBA showed its new inkjet press, the Rotajet 
76. This machine is codeveloped with RR Donnelley, one 
of the US’s largest printing companies. Donnelley’s have 
form in this relationship business, having funded Creo’s 
platesetter developments in order to get the platesetter 
they wanted along with a royalty stream. Perhaps it works 
the same with KBA? 

The problem is that KBA’s RIP system is based on Adobe 
APPE 2.0 which doesn’t support variable data output, 
one of the main selling propositions for a digital press. 
Heidelberg’s plan for its Landa Labs deal is ghostpale and, 
according to CEO Bernard Schreier, it will take a couple 
of years at least before we see fruits from the Landa 
Heidelberg labours.
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From the start supplier announcements at the show 
have been about the data: managing, manipulating and 
delivering it at astonishing speeds. Speed and flexibility 
in a print engine are meaningless without a front 
end system’s ability to deliver content whenever and 
wherever it is needed. Speed, flexibility and data handling 
differentiate machines, but the line between digital and 
analogue presses is becoming blurred. How well colour 
is managed, the scope for data variability or performance 
tracking are all part and parcel of modern prepress. Speed 
is key for the success of machines like the Landa Labs 
Nanographic presses.

Landa Labs has introduced an intriguing digital inkjet 
printing technology with wow credentials that put Benny 
Landa centre stage once more. We cover these engines 
elsewhere in the issue, but Landa claims that they produce 
print at the same speed as offset machines but at half the 

price per page. Komori, Heidelberg and Manroland have 
all signed deals with Landa, to provide them with a cogent 
digital strategy. We haven’t had a chance to find out about 
this engine’s front end but if it is to deliver variable data at 
offset speeds it will need to be mighty indeed.

Heidelberg glossed over its deal with Landa which is still 
at the handshake rather than the passionate embrace 
stage. Heidelberg is presenting five different workflows 
for commercial and packaging, to demonstrate how to be 
cost effective by leveraging data handling. CEO Bernard 
Schreier explained that Heidelberg “is and will stay the 

market leader” based on its ability to manage data nimbly 
because the future of print is about providing more than 
ink on paper. Prinect is now positioned as an operating 
system for customers and includes partners for web-to-
print and MIS technologies, so there is nothing proprietary 
in the technology. The model is limitless and designed to 
provide continuous performance improvement and peer-
to-peer benchmarking, on a subscription basis. 

Although Heidelberg didn’t make a specific reference to 
the cloud, Prinect is evolving to provide the environment 
for cloud services. Heidelberg also previewed an 
application that uses tablets to trigger digital responses 
to printed content, not using QR or barcodes, but the 
touchscreen to analyse text and image content. Canon has 
developed an application that scans image and text and 
routes the user to websites that might be relevant to the 
content. EFI has a voice activated iPhone application that 
lets you give instructions to Fiery RIPs using voice. These 
are still nascent technologies that may never see the light 
of day but they demonstrate how players in the printing 
space are moving to integrate new media with old.

Arrivistes
Ricoh comes to this industry from a completely 
different point of origin, with a focus on device and data 
management is now weaving its way into professional 
printing. Ricoh recognises that print purchase models are 
changing and that this gives Ricoh a huge opportunity 
with corporate buyers who are already their customers 
albeit not for print. Ricoh is predicting a “big data” 
trend and according to Peter Williams, executive vice 
president of Ricoh Europe, “this big data trend poses a 
huge challenge that PSPs are well placed for”. Exploiting 
this trend both for print and alternative media, requires 
printers to become information managers or to work with 
service providers who can add the necessary expertise to 
their workflows. 

Ricoh is now offering alternative workflows for its 
transactional market. In addition to its AFP/IPDS 
workflow for the Infoprint 5000, an engine OEM’d from 
Screen, Ricoh is offering Infoprint Process Director 
Express, a PDF-based workflow with integrated colour 
management and PDF processing modules. There is also a 
tool for tracking a document’s progress using a dashboard 

HP Hiflex MIS is a welcome complement to the SmartStream 
workflow, and is expected be offered as a cloud service.
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interface, and a series of complementary online tools 
for PSPs. Another example of how software is moving 
into the cloud, it isn’t fully clear how Infoprint Process 
Director Express will work in hybrid environments. It is 
of course possible to incorporate a PDF data stream into 
an AFP/IPDS workflow, but if that PDF stream includes 
calls to external resources via PDF-VT2s for instance, 
things could get messy.

Ricoh also showed its Clickable Paper technology which, 
in a way that looks similar to Heidelberg’s idea, uses text 
and images instead of QR codes to create new media 
interactions. So clicking on a point on the screen triggers 
a device response, either to open another file (static or 
dynamic), or initiate a process via the Internet. Bridging 
print and electronic media in this way gives print service 
providers another means of providing digital media value 
additions to print.

The digital press cohort has a new contender with Kyocera 
now declaring an intent to establish the Kyocera brand in 
high end digital colour printing. Kyocera is a name best 
known for inkjet heads used in devices from Océ and 
Landa Labs amongst others. The company has been a 
keen player in the MFP market where it has ambitions to 
unseat competitors such as Canon from their positions of 
dominance. 

Kyocera is also introducing a bevy of web services 
technologies with various iterations. Most of these relate 
to the MFD business, controlling how MFDs are used, 
blocking colour printing for some users and so on. But 
this cloud-based technology can be used to manage access 
and usage rights to non-Kyocera engines so it could find 
its way into the graphic arts, particularly if Kyocera means 
what it says about high end printing. The company is 
working with EFI and targeting everyone it can find across 
sectors in order to raise its profile. 

Green Wash
The sustainability message was sort of coming through 
at drupa, but there is still no common consensus on 
what it means. Green messaging ranged from greenwash 
such as Kyocera Ecosys to sustainability services such 
as Ricoh’s carbon balanced printing technology. The 

Ecosys technology is merely a combination of digital 
workflow efficiency, reduced energy usage and improved 
productivity.

The Ricoh programme in contrast is a full analysis of 
a print business and its environmental impact. The 
British Standards Institute (BSI) has verified that Ricoh’s 
methodology conforms to the principles of ISO 14064 
for the quantification and reporting of GHG emissions, 

confirming that the programme calculates GHG emissions 
from document printing transparently and consistently. 
Printers can absolutely trust this programme as part of an 
environmental strategy to reduce their GHG emissions 
and lower their carbon footprints.

These days competition rather than speeds and formats are 
driving down page costs. This is to be applauded because 
it moves print awareness from a volume model towards 
one where media relevance and effectiveness drive the 
market. This may mean less overall print volumes, but it 
also means less waste and higher relevance, making print 
the most sustainable medium of all.

There are other hints that sustainability is moving up the 
agenda. For instance, Xeikon’s new Trillium press with its 
High Viscosity Toner is the first digital press to use a toner 
with no VOCs, which makes it more environmentally 
benign. Several companies such as Heidelberg, HP 
and Ricoh are offsetting the carbon footprints of their 
stands. While this is just a matter of buying sufficient 
carbon credits, Ricoh used its Carbon Balanced Printing 
calculation model to accurately establish its footprint.

Services is mooted to become the new manufacturing 
for developed economies, and printers are ideally 
positioned to provide communications and media 

The sustainability message was 
sort of coming through at drupa, 

but there is still no common 
consensus on what it means.
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services to customers. They understand both ends of the 
production equation and drupa makes it clear that they 
can be confident there are plenty of vendors around who 
understand the bits in the middle and beyond.

Times have been tough for print, but attitudes of defiance 
are much in evidence. From Kodak CEO Antonio Perez’s 
pugnacious stance when facing the world’s trade press, 
through to the huge number of exciting innovations 
on show, print and printers are far from popping their 
collective clogs. As Guy Gecht, CEO of EFI, says: “We will 
never stop”. He was speaking of EFI, but his words ring 
true for the whole of the printing industry.

– Laurel Brunner
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Using Memjet technology has meant that Delphax can 
sell this for around £500,000, which is much closer to the 
price point necessary if we are to see high speed inkjet 
printing really take off.

The Memjet printhead is a truly disruptive technology 
in that it offers pretty good print quality with very high 
speed and fairly low cost per copy, but unlike the Landa 
Nanography, it’s already available. Its secret lies in the 
70,000 nozzles across the face of the printhead, delivering 
over 700 ink drops per second, which guarantee the speed. 
However, the head has a relatively short life - Delphax is 
aiming to replace one head per shift.

Impika is also looking at the entry-level cost of inket and 
talking about a new proof of concept called Genesis. 
This is said to sit between a production copier and high 
volume industrial printer and is mainly aimed at the 
transactional market. It’s a web to sheet inkjet machine, 
offering around 1000 dpi resolution and up to 160 sheets 
per minute in either simplex or duplex mode. Impika 
managing director Paul Morgavi says that it will be the 
first of several versions.

Meanwhile, Impika has also announced iPrint eXtreme, 
an update to its iPrint engine. This offers a 711mm print 
width with speeds of up to 375 metres per minute with 
a maximum resolution of 1200 dpi. It can be configured 
with up to six colours. It’s built around scalable modules. 
Impika suggest that it could be used to produce 8000 
copies of a 40-page tabloid newspaper or up to 45,000 B2 
pages per hour.

Impika also has a new iPrint Compact model aimed at 
the transactional, transpromo and direct mail markets. It 
prints two-up colour duplex in 600x600 dpi resolution, 
at a speed of 76 metres per minute from a single engine, 
giving it a very small footprint.

MGI has announced a new B2 sheetfed inkjet press 
to be called Alphajet. It’s a six colour machine which 
also uses UV spot coating technology borrowed from 
MGI’s JetVarnish. It runs at up to 3000 sheets per hour. 
Resolution is 1200 x 1200 dpi and it takes substrates up 
to 500gsm. 

The Hybrid drupa?
The last drupa was billed as being the inkjet drupa 
and although it’s true that the 2008 show introduced 
inkjet as a very real possibility, this year we are seeing 
inkjet becoming a mainstream technology.

Much attention here in Düsseldorf has been focussed 
on Landa and its Nanography, but there are plenty of 
alternatives. So, what follows here is a quick run through 
of some of the new announcements, which we’ll follow 
up on in more detail after the show. 

Perhaps the leading contender to watch is Memjet, which 
has developed a very fast printhead promising low 
running costs. A number of companies have announced 
new products based around Memjet printheads. These 

include Océ, which has a 106cm large format printer 
called Project Velocity capable of printing up to 500 AO 
prints at 1600 x 800 dpi resolution per hour. However, 
Océ is relying on customer feedback during drupa to 
dictate when and how the machine is further developed. 

Toshiba Tec is to develop a range of multifunction office 
devices that can produce 60 colour pages per second, and 
is evaluating the technology for industrial label printing. 
Delphax is also at drupa demonstrating its Elan 500. This 
is a high speed sheetfed press running at up to 500 pages 
per minute with a resolution of 1600 dpi in full colour. 

Océ has used Memjet printheads to develop this 42ins wide 
format printer, project Velocity capable of 500 A0 sheets per 
hour.
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MGI also has a new version of its JetVarnish coating 
device, the JetVarnish 3D, an inkjet spot UV coater capable 
of embossing effects. It can vary the thickness of the UV 
coating giving a highly tactile finish to complement the 
printed item. Speed has been increased to 3000 sheets 
per hour, with a sheet size of 52x105 cm, making it three 
times faster than the original JetVarnish.

Xeikon has been a bit more forthcoming on the details 
behind Trillium, its new high speed toner press designed 
to compete against the inkjet machines. This uses a liquid 
image development system based on High Viscosity 
Toner, which Xeikon had previously called Quantum. 
It’s described as being a colloidal suspension of toner in 
a liquid carrier, which for now is a pharmaceutical grade 
white oil though this can be replaced with bio resins and 
vegetable oil for a more sustainable approach. This will 
hold very fine toner particles, down to two microns, four 
times smaller than with dry toner, which allows for very 
high resolution with low toner consumption. The high 
viscosity toner aids with achieving good image quality at 
high speed. Xeikon is keen to stress that it owns the patents 
behind this, having acquired them some years ago.

At drupa, Xeikon has been running the press at 60 mpm 
but it will go up to 120 mpm and Xeikon say it may even 
go faster. Trillium will print to a wide range of substrates 
including cheaper uncoated papers, and the print is said 
to be fully recyclable. For now, Xeikon is concentrating 
on documents and commercial print, but presumably a 
labels and packaging variant will follow.

Xerox has bumped the speed of its flagship iGen4, with a 
new iGen 150 model. The image quality jumps up to 2400 
x 2400 dpi, for what Xerox describes as offset class print. 
Xerox has also dropped the speed of its inkjet CiPress 
500, with a new CiPress 325 model, printing at 325 feet 
per minute, or 100 mpm at 600x600 dpi. However, this is 
really a license rather than a printer as you can upgrade or 
downgrade machines from one spec to the other for the 
cost of a license key.

HP’s big news is the B2 Indigo press, complete with its 
packaging and flexo variants, but we’ve already covered 
this in last month’s preview. On the inkjet side, HP, which 
had earlier announced an increase in the monochrome 
print speed of its larger T-series inkjet printers, has now 
said that it can hit the same speed in colour, 244 metres 
per minute or 800 feet per minute. However, although it is 
demonstrating this at drupa the faster colour speed won’t 
be available until next year.

Fujifilm has been showing off its new web press, based 
around its existing JetPress 760. It’s a fairly compact duplex 
machine capable of running at 127 metres per minute. It 
uses the new high density Vividia inks, available in both 
pigment and dye-based versions.

Screen has enhanced its sheetfed B2 press, the Truepress 
Jet SX, with the ability to handle boards up to 0.6mm 
thick, as well as offset and inkjet papers. This will help 
Screen position this sheetfed printer for the growing 
digital packaging market. 

Screen has launched a new high speed flatbed printer, 
the Truepress Jet W1632UV. This has been developed by 
Inca Digital, a subsidiary of Screen, which has previously 
distributed its products through Fujifilm, following it’s 
acquisition of Inca’s ink partner, Sericol. The new printer 
runs at 94 sqm/hr with media up to 1600 x 3200mm and 
48mm thick. It’s a six colour machine, with 1200 dpi 
resolution.

Screen has also announced a new UV inkjet label printer, 
the L350UV. It’s a single pass machine running at up to 
50 metres per minute, taking media up to 350mm wide, 
though the print swathe is 322mm wide. This gives it a 

Impika has launched a number of new printers including this 
iPrint eXtreme with a large eye-catching display.
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productivity of 16.1 sqm/hr. It uses greyscale printheads 
with a minimum droplet size of three picolitres. The UV 
inks will print to most substrates including foil and Screen 
says that it will support white ink. It’s driven by Screen’s 
Equios workflow. Screen has said that it will connect 
lamination and die cutting units inline.

Epson has announced a new version of its SurePress 
label press, this time with white ink as well as CMYK plus 
green and orange. It uses an Epson MicroPiezo printhead 
delivering variable sized droplets and uses water-based 
inks. The new SurePress L-4033AW will ship by the end 
of the year. Epson has also shown off a new concept, the 
SurePress X, a single pass roll to roll label printer using UV 
inks with Epson’s Thin Film Piezo printhead. However, 
Epson won’t comment on any specs or when the printer is 
likely to appear so we can only hope that it’s development 
is quicker than the original SurePress.

Ricoh is to rebadge Mimaki’s JV400 as it’s own L400, 
marking Ricoh’s first move into wide format. The printer 
uses the latest fifth generation of Ricoh’s own printhead. 
Ricoh will continue to sell the Mimaki latex ink, though 
Peter Williams, executive vice president of Ricoh Europe’s 
Production Printing Group, hinted that Ricoh will bring 
out other wide format printers in the near future with 
other ink types.

It is also highly likely that Ricoh will develop its own high 
speed commercial printer given that it has proven inkjet 
technology of its own. For now it rebadges the Screen Jet 
520 series with its Epson printheads, but George Promis, 
vice president of Continuous Forms at Ricoh, said: “At 
the time that we can leapfrog to our own technology we 
will but at this point of time we think the 5000 is still the 
leader.” Ricoh is also to add support for variable data PDFs 
to its AFP system.

Konica Minolta IJ has a prototype of a B2 sheetfed inkjet 
press which it has co-developed with Komori. It’s code 
named KM-1 and uses newly developed printheads from 
Konica Minolta together with UV inks, which allow it to 
print to offset and art papers. It prints at 1,650 sheets per 
hour duplex, or double that in simplex mode, and has a 
resolution of 1200 x 1200 dpi.

KBA has developed its own inkjet press, the RotaJet 76. 
It runs at 150 m/min across a web width up to 780 mm 
which translates to around 3,000  A4 pages/min or 85 
million pages per month. It’s a four colour device that uses 
two arrays of 56 Kyocera inkjet heads each. Resolution is 
said to be 600 dpi though the heads use variable droplet 
size. It uses water-based pigment inks.

Presstek has integrated an inkjet head to its B2 75 DI press, 
adding variable data capability. It’s a custom order with 
each press being configured according to customer needs, 
depending on factors such as how wide an area the inkjet 
head needs to cover. Each head can print a 106mm wide 
swathe at a resolution of 600x600 dpi. It runs at speeds up 
to 10,000 sheets per hour.

In conclusion, this is by no means an exhaustive list of the 
new digital devices and we’ll have a further update on this 
topic in a future issue once we’ve had time to get around 
the show and consider how these will impact the market. 
But since many of these devices are prototypes it’s already 
clear that we’re going to have an interesting IPEX show in 
2014.

– Nessan Cleary

Konica Minolta has shown off this KM-1 prototype, a B2 inkjet 
produced in conjunction with Komori which will also be selling 
it. It’s not particularly fast but does have fairly good 1200 x 1200 
dpi resolution.
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QM and CM at 
drupa
One may have gotten the idea that everything that 
needs to be done regarding quality management 
and colour management in the graphic arts industry 
should have been solved by now, but judging by the 
launches and technology demos at drupa, there is 
clearly still room for improvements.

Personally we favour the new spectrophotometers from 
Barbieri, Konica Minolta, Techkon and X-Rite that now 
offer true M1 measurements (more on this later). A 
new inline inspection system from Presstek also looks 
promising, as well as the collaborative softproofing system 
CoZone from GMG. But let’s start with the spectros.

One of the challenges of applied colour management is to 
correctly detect and compensate for any presence of OBAs 
(Optical Brightening Agents) in papers. The problem is 
that not all light sources stimulate the OBAs to respond, 
or respond in the same degree. Spectrophotometers 
come with their own light source and can be equipped in 
addition with different types of filters, to address different 
needs when making measurements. This means that 
the spectrophotometer may not always act as a good 
simulation of illumination of the viewing condition used 
for evaluating the prints, while still performing accurate 
measurements, as requested.

On top of bleaching a paper, whitening chemicals can be 
added in paper production. OBAs can either be added to 
the pulp itself for uncoated paper qualities, or in the coat-
ing on coated paper types. Different types of chemicals are 
used, but they all create a certain amount of fluorescence 
if exposed to UV light. This fluorescence absorbs energy 
in the non-visible UV (ultraviolet) part of the spectrum 
and re-emits this absorbed energy as light in the blue part 
of the visible spectrum (typically 420-470 nm). In effect it 
makes the yellowish paper look whiter and brighter than 
without the OBAs. So far so good, and why should this be 
a problem in colour management? In fact problems may 
occur for several reasons in different types of applications. 
One source of problems is if the light source when viewing 

the prints is different from the light source used in the 
spectrophotometer. The chemicals in the OBAs may or 
may not respond, or may respond in different degrees, 
depending on the spectral power distribution (SPD) in 
the UV part of the spectrum of the different light sources.

Natural daylight contains a wide spectrum of light waves, 
including UV. But most artificial lights can only simulate 
real daylight to a very limited degree. In the graphic arts 
one type of light is agreed upon as the preferred reference 
for evaluating and viewing printed matter. This is the D50 
Daylight standard, where 50 is short for 5000 K, the unit 

for the correlated colour temperature, or ’whiteness’ of 
the light. But there are other references for daylight, such 
as D65. This is a colder nuance of white, at 6500 K.

To complicate it further, it’s unfortunately necessary 
to introduce yet another standard for an artificial light 
source into this discussion, the so called “Illuminant A”. 
Illuminant A is a standardised light source that represents 
ordinary light bulbs, using a tungsten filament in the 
wire, which creates the light, when a current is applied 
to it. Such tungsten-based lamps produce a significantly 
different Spectral Power Distribution from natural 
daylight, but through signal processing and normalisation 
on the white calibration tile in spectrophotometers, a 
good match to, for example D50, can be computed for the 
visible spectrum. But as can be seen in the illustrations A 
to C, the spectral power distribution of Illuminant A, D50 
and D65, are all very different, especially in the ultraviolet 
part of the spectrum.

OBAs (Optical Brightening Agents) need a certain amount of 
light in the lower part of the spectra, in order to be activated. 
Illuminant A, the blue curve in this illustration, has almost no 
light waves in the lower part of the spectrum, so doesn’t activate 
the OBAs. We need D50 in the spectrophotometer to do this 
(the yellow curve).
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The variations in UV light make an important difference, 
and depending on the light source used in the instrument 
and the viewing condition, this happens to a greater 
or lesser extent, either when viewing the prints, or 
measuring them with a spectrophotometer. Due to the 
complexity of creating artificial D50 light sources, the 
light source in a spectrophotometer is normally based 

on a tungsten filament lamp, so as a starting point you 
get the UV response of the Illuminant A when using a 
spectrophotometer with no additional filter applied. If 
we use a viewing booth with good simulation of, let’s say 
D50, but Illuminant A in the spectrophotometer, it’s not 
very likely that the ICC profile produced will be able to 
create a good colour reproduction on a paper with a high 
degree of OBA.

On a sidenote it is worth mentioning that viewing booths 
often differ significantly from D50 in the the UV part of 
the spectrum as specifications leave a wide window for 
implementation and standards have changed in the last 
years to narrow the specification. This means that many 
D50 viewing booths may not actually follow the same 
specification.

The presence of OBA makes colour management tricky. A 
good sample which illustrates the problem is the creation 
of colour-accurate hardcopy proofs. If the paper used for 
proofing contains OBA, but the final stock doesn’t, we are 
likely to notice a difference in appearance, or vice versa. If 
the production paper contains OBA, but not the proofing 
paper, we will also see a difference. Clearly when working 

with OBA enhanced papers we need to keep track of what 
light we use for visual evaluation, and in the measuring 
device, the spectrophotometer.

Since there are so many requests for different types of 
measurements to be performed in the whole prepress and 
printing workflow, there are several modes, or settings, 
possible in a spectrophotometer or in the software which 
controls it. Traditionally you can block the UV part of the 
light source in a spectrophotometer using a filter, in order 
to better simulate the measured appearance of printed 
matters in a viewing environment which shows no or 
marginal UV, such as many indoor lighting conditions. 
Or you may want to optimize measurements of freshly 
printed sheets, by the use of polarization filters.

In a distributed print workflow, with proofs evaluated in 
different types of viewing booths, and ICC profiles used 
in many types of applications, it’s crucial to keep track of 
how measurements are made. The good thing is that there 
is an ISO standard for this, the ISO 13655. The bad part is 
that not all spectrophotometers can create measurements 

according to the latest update of this standard. Since many 
spectrophotometers on the market use a light source 
very close to Illuminant A, this is the first measurement 
condition listed. It’s called “Measurement condition M0” 
as in zero, a popular numbering system by programmers.

The i1Pro2 has two types of light sources, one tungsten filament-
based lamp, and a set of UV LEDs. The instrument can either 
generate M0 measurements in single scan mode, or M1 and M2 
measurements in dual scan mode.

Compose showed a simplified press control method called 
D-Tone. Tom Sit (in the centre) from Compose, together with 
Michael Raine (to his right) and Andrew Yan (to his left) from 
Dragon Tone, co-developers of the system.
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But we have a need to try and create a measuring condition 
for a chosen daylight standard, and since D50 is assumed 
for all ICC profiles, the second measurement conditions 
is called M1, assuming a spectral power distribution of 
the light source very similar to that of Illuminant D50 
including the UV part of the spectrum. With the third 

measurement condition M2 we block the UV part of the 
light, if it is present in the light source. You can either use a 
physical UV filter mounted onto the spectrophotometer, 
or create a digital UV filter in the signal processing.

Finally you might want to use a polarization filter to 
remove any surface effects, when measuring wet prints. 
This is measurement condition M3. When and why you 
use those different M-factors, depends on where in the 
print production process you are, and also on which 
viewing conditions you use. And of course whether the 
paper contains OBA or not, taking both the production 
paper and proofing paper into account.

As has been indicated above, there are several scenarios 
where the presence of OBAs is likely to cause a mismatch 
between the final print and the proofs. Or the printing 
produced with a particular ICC profile doesn’t give a 
satisfactory result. Since it’s not likely that the paper 
manufacturers will stop adding OBAs to a lot of the papers 
on offer (they are obviously popular with the customers) 
we need to learn how to handle this in applied colour 
management. One after the other the manufacturers of 

spectrophotometers have launched spectrophotometers 
that can make proper M1 measurements, and at drupa 
we saw technology demonstrations of yet more that had 
products just about ready for launch.

Konica Minolta launched the FD-5 and FD-7 
spectrophotometers almost two years ago which both 
support M1 measurements, and Barbieri has finally 
launched the much awaited SpectroPad. The SpectroPad 
also offers M1 measurements, and is a compact little 
spectrophotometer which we will test as soon as we get 

our hands on one. It has wireless functionality and since 
it’s battery driven it’s truly portable. While jobs can be 
stored in the spectro, they can also be sent by WiFi to a 
computer containing the central colour database.

The collaborative tool coZone from GMG is more than a 
traditional softproofing system. It can be bought as a hosted 
service “in the cloud”, or as a stand alone server.

Alwan has presented solutions for ink optimization and 
automated print standardisation at previous drupas. This 
time Alwan presented its intention to launch tools for better 
multicolour printing, including spot colour ink.
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Techkon demonstrated the SpectroDens Premium at 
drupa. At first glance it looks very much like the old 
SpectroDens, but it’s actually a completely new design, 
both in terms of user interface (colour display) and 
features. It has two light sources, a tungsten lamp for 
M0 measurements, and a UV lamp to complement when 
making M1 measurements. Small wheels have been 
added to the base, so it can perform measurements in 
scan mode, without the need for a guide or ruler. We will 
test and report about the SpectroDens Premium when it 
is finally launched in the Autumn. What we saw in terms 
of features, like the easy to use ISO Check, looks very 
promising. The wireless option is also a good idea, to send 
the measurement data wirelessly to a central database. 
Techkon also demonstrated a spectrophotometer which 
can make inline measurements in, for example, flexo 
printing. The Expresso control software, used with the 
scanning spectrophotometer SpectroDrive, has been 

enhanced and expanded with even more functions, not 
least for checking the print compliance to ISO standards.

X-Rite took one step on the way to better analysis of OBA 
already with the i1iSis spectrophotometer. It contains 
two types of light sources, one set of White LED (Light 
Emitting Diodes) and a UV LED light source generating 
UV light. By making measurements with every one of 
the two light sources in a sequence, the measurements 
condition M0 can be created, by using only the available 
white LED M2 results. With the introduction of the i1Pro 
2 at drupa, X-Rite offers an even better match to M1 
measurements, since the i1Pro2 has two types of light 
sources, one tungsten filament-based lamp, and a set of UV 
LEDs. With this setup the instrument can either generate 
M0 measurements with a single measurement with the 
tungsten filament lamp, or M1 and M2 measurements 
if two measurements in a sequence are made with the 
tungsten filament lamp and the UV LED.

When using the X-Rite software i1Profiler, the user can 
choose an OBC workflow for measurements that best 
reflect the usage of the ICC profile created. This includes 
taking into account the light source of the viewing 
condition. X-Rite also demonstrated what will be the 
successor to SpectroEye, the high end spectrophotometer 
eXact. Like the i1pro2, it has two light sources, so can 
produce both M0 and M1 measurements, but also the 
M12 variant, which simulates the D50 UV content. We 
will come back again to the eXact when finally launched, 
and test it and review it properly. We already have tested 

Vendor of press control software, Mellow Colour, presented a 
low priced scanning holder called Rabbit for the X-Rite i1Pro.

Techkon provided a technology demonstration of the new 
SpectroDens Premium, which can do M1 measurements, as well 
as being able to be used in scan mode. Here Albin Baranauskas, 
Sales Director at Techkon, demonstrates the prototype.
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the i1Pro2, and will report on our findings in a full review 
in the next issue of Spindrift.

Quality management and colour management early in 
the publishing process includes methods for approval 
and softproofing. One new solution in this area is the 
new coZone collaborative tool, based in the cloud if 
you like. GMG made a market survey on how existing 
users of softproofing tools really used them, and what 
they might want of any new systems on offer. The result 
became coZone. It’s centred around the three central 
functions Collaborate, Manage and Deliver. The emphasis 
is not so much on colour accurate softproofing, but 
more on collaborative proofing tools for the early stages 
of document approval. The Deliver function however 
includes hard copy proofs, the classic stronghold for 
GMG. GMG also presented the Open Color solution, a 
colour database including spot colours. What’s new is 
that the database contains raw spectral data, for better 

and faster creation of colour profiles. One objective can 
be to match the appearance of prints across Offset, Flexo 
and Gravure. Open Color can also be used to optimise the 
number of inks used for a particular design.

Some other companies involved in preflighting and 
proofing are Ergosoft and Tucanna. Ergosoft launched 
its implementation of tFlow from Tucanna (we presented 
Tucanna and tFlow in the previous issue of Spindrift). 
Ergosoft use the workflow part of tFlow, but keeps its 
own colour engine in the system, replacing the default 
one from Tucanna.

Hybrid Systems (presented in Spindrift 9-5, September 
2011) has now about 15 installations worldwide of its 
OLM (Order Lifecycle Management) system. It’s a sort of 
hybrid between an MIS system and a prepress workflow 
system. The approval module ProofScope can now edit 
PDFs directly through the user interface.

The OLM (Order Lifecycle Management) system from Hybrid Software can now edit PDFs directly through the user interface in the 
approval module ProofScope.
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When it comes to a later stage in the publishing process, 
printing, we saw some interesting developments too. 
Way back at drupa 2004 Alwan presented solutions 
for ink optimization, and at drupa 2008 it presented 
automated solution for print standardisation (including 
checking compliance to ISO standards). At drupa 2012 
Alwan presented those solutions in a refined stage, 
plus announced its intention to launch tools for better 
multicolour printing, including spot colour ink libraries. 

Since there is no ISO standard as yet for multicolour 
printing, this is an ambitious but welcome initiative.

Compose showed a simplified press control method called 
D-Tone, based on a collaboration with Dragon Tone. 
The principle is similar to the use of grey balance colour 
bars in, for example, news print, but use both visual and 
spectral evaluation. The calibration of the press can either 
be made towards the Japan Color standard, Fogra or 
Gracol, but the end result will be both grey balanced and 
within the tolerances of ISO 12647-2.

It’s nice to see that companies still invest in technology 
and tools to both simplify colour management on press, 

while securing quality and grey balance in the final, 
printed results. We hope to come back to the D-Tone 
method when we can report from case studies or our 
own tests.

Mellow Colour, a vendor of press control software, 
presented a low priced scanning holder called Rabbit for 
the X-Rite i1Pro. It should make it affordable even for 
small printers to step into Quality Management and ISO-
compliant printing.

Presstek made a technology demonstration of an in-line 
quality inspection system for the 75 DI press. The 
inspection system is called Virtuoso, and uses an array of 
80 image sensors to read every sheet that goes through 
the press, and the whole sheet. Virtuoso can either be 
used for colour control, and/or for image inspection, 
meaning, detecting dust, speckles or missing dots in the 
printed images. The system is a collaboration between 
Presstek and the Israeli company VCortex, and is still in 
beta stage. But it’s fast, and looks very promising.

All in all we are pleased to get those glimpses of some of 
the work put in by various vendors in regard to quality 
management in general, and colour management 
in particular. There is still room for improvement, 
apparently, and a good amount of vendors prepared to 
invest in R&D for this.

– Paul Lindström

Presstek provided a technology demonstration of an in-line 
quality inspection system called Virtuoso for the 75 DI press. 
Here Zeev Mairav from VCortex, who collaborated with Presstek 
on the project.
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9001 (requirements for quality management systems) 
with ISO 12647-2, so that users can address quality control 
and management throughout the organisation. The SPP 
model does not require a full ISO 9001 implementation, 
but it does have some critical components in line with the 
British and Swedish certification scheme requirements. 

These relate to measurements, analysis, improvements, 
planning, customer satisfaction, and control of non-
conforming products, ie those that are substandard. All 
of these are vital for successful and systematic quality 
control and colour management. We believe they are also 
vital for a modern print company’s competitiveness and 
profitability.

ISO 12647-2 in Context
ISO 12647-2 is one of several parts in the ISO 12647 
series, which provides the control parameters for various 
printing processes, with each part specific to a different 
printing method. ISO 12647-2 is the part for high quality 
offset lithography, the most widely implemented in the 
market. Various entities, such as the British Printing 
Industries Federation, the Swedish Printers’ Federation, 
FOGRA in Germany and UGRA in Switzerland have 
developed certification procedures, with more or less 
rigour.

These schemes are the basis of various accreditation 
procedures, some of which are assessed by independent 
auditors and some of which are not. A printing company 
successfully fulfilling the requirements of an ISO 12647-2 
accreditation scheme receives a certificate confirming its 
achievements. The certificate’s value depends of course 
on who has done the certifying and the scope of their 
authority. Print buyers are understandably sceptical of 
certifications provided by organisations who also provide 
consulting services to the company.

The work we have done at Digital Dots is not to come 
up with our own certification procedures, but rather to 
work with the Swedish Printers Federation and the BPIF 
to assist in the development of their national certification 
schemes. Both schemes are audited by external specialist 
standards auditors, rather than industry consultants or 
associations. 

Quality time
Standardised Print Production 
(SPP) Part Three: Quality 
Management

This is part three of our series explaining how to 
implement ISO 12647-2 for offset lithography 
process control. 

The Digital Dots Standardised Print Production (SPP) 
method underlies certification schemes in Sweden and in 
the UK, but is designed to provide guidance for all stages of 
print media production and for any certification scheme. 
We hope that the complete series, provides print media 
professionals and their customers with a useful resource. 
These overview articles complement more detailed guides 
which will be available on our website soon. Together 
they provide the information needed by management, 

prepress, press and business owners to understand how 
to implement ISO 12647-2. We also hope that this work 
will further encourage the industry to use ISO 12647-2, 
for higher quality colour print media results.

This article summarises what publishers and printers 
need to know in order to implement an effective quality 
management framework and process within their 
companies. The objective is to provide a foundation for 
iterative improvements in business quality control.

The SPP procedure obviously follows ISO 12647-2 and is 
consistent with established certification schemes based 
on the standard. SPP integrates the core elements of ISO 

The SPP model does not require 
a full ISO 9001 implementation, 
but it does have some critical 
components in line with the 
British and Swedish certification 
scheme requirements. 
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We are also working within ISO to develop a standard 
for schemes used worldwide to certify a printer’s 
compliance to the ISO 12647 series and others. This will 
hopefully improve print buyer confidence and print’s 
competitiveness.

Compliance, Conformance, 
Certification
There are many ways in which a printing company can 
promote its quality control procedures and compliance 
with ISO 12647-2. Compliance or conformance is a simple 
claim that states that a printing company follows the 
primary process parameters and technical requirements 
of a standard, such as ISO 12647-2. But this does not 
necessarily guarantee quality results. For instance, some 
developers and industry associations have their own 
procedures and issue certificates for conformance. 

A far more accountable option is certification to the 
standard by an accredited and qualified external audit 
company. Such organisations are dedicated to industry 
standards certification and regulated by government 
bodies. The work they do is objective, devoid of 
vested interest and overseen by external organisations 
independent of industry sectors. Their audits are robust 
and demanding which enhances their value for printers 
and print buyers.

Certification can also be an incidental aid to cost control 
because compliance with a rigorous management and 
production scheme helps get production and related 
factors under complete control: what one can measure 
one can control. Certification also gives print buyers 
assurance that service providers can consistently achieve a 
specified output quality, measured and judged to a robust 
compliance scheme. This in turn helps print buyers ensure 
value for money and to select print service providers on 
the basis of proven and qualified competence.

Principles of Quality Management
There are many ways to define quality. One is when 
a product meets a customer’s expectations, so SPP 
focuses on a print buyer’s expectations for print quality 
and colour reproduction accuracy. The SPP guide does 
not require a full ISO 9001 implementation, however 

it does include some critical components relating to 
customer satisfaction, planning, measurements, analysis, 
improvements and control of non-conforming products, 
ie those that miss some aspect of the standard. 

Quality management of colour reproduction and printed 
output involves most of a printing plant’s departments. 
This includes marketing, sales, customer service and 
administration. Obviously the prepress department and 
press room are the departments most involved in colour 
accuracy and print quality, but all personnel should be 
aware of it, including senior management.

ISO 9001’s focus is on customer satisfaction and requires 
documentation that supports the quality management 
system. A formal Quality Manual describes a company’s 

Quality Policy and should include a list of Quality 
Objectives. Six defined areas must be documented, and 
they may or may not be included in the Quality Manual 
itself.

How documents are structured and numbered, backed up 
and stored must all be documented. Internal audits must 
also be described along with how they are planned and 
their frequency. The documentation requirements should 
also include a description of what has to be measured and 

S
M
A
R
T

Speci�c
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time limited

When developing the Quality Policy and the Quality Objectives 
it’s good to think SMART. The objectives should be Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time limited.
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the basis for evaluating results. These metrics provide 
the means of evaluating a business’s performance, with 
a view to ensuring consistently maintained quality. The 
company must also document any aspects of production 
that do not conform with ISO 12647-2. Their root cause 
must be identified, along with the actions taken to 
eliminate them and any preventive actions taken against 
their reoccurence

ISO 9001 in a nutshell
ISO 9001 provides a framework for a Colour Quality 
Management System, whereas ISO 12647 provides details 
on tolerances in print production. ISO 9001 is based on 
one key principle: Plan, Do, Check (measure) and Act 
(analyse and take action) (PDCA). Properly applied the 

PDCA cycle will lead to continuous improvements, but 
for it to work management must ensure that adequate best 
practice quality management techniques are provided. 

A Quality Policy communicates the intent of the quality 
work to all staff and to customers, both existing and 
potential. Quality Objectives support the policy and are 
defined to help make things happen within a stipulated 
timeframe. Objectives should be defined according to 
Specific, Measurable, Achievable and Relevant (SMART) 
criteria. It’s also very important that they are time limited.

Once the Quality Objectives have been defined, along 
with the types of measurements that must be conducted 

in regular production, this information is included in 
the analysis of non-conformities which may occur. 
Non-conformities should ideally be caught and reported 
internally, to prevent faulty products from reaching the 
customer. Customer complaints are the most serious 
form of non-conformity report, since if errors leading 
to customer complaints are repeated and not properly 
addressed, this may damage a company’s goodwill. 

In all cases of customer complaint the root cause of a 
problem must be identified and fixed promptly. The 
company should also identify preventative actions 
to permanently resolve the source of the complaint, 
for instance staff training, software or hardware 
malfunctions. Sometimes a customer’s expectations 
might not have been properly identified and addressed 
so the printing company and the customer should clarify 
this together. 

SPP recommends the use of PDF/X for digital data files, so 
specifying what types of PDF/X-files a printing company 
expects its customers to provide is an aid to specifying 
the print job. Preventative action needs to be taken if the 
prepress department frequently receives files that are 
not according to specifications. Clear information to the 
customer, typically accessible on a printing company’s 
website, should be stated on order confirmations.

Audits – what’s the point?
A Quality Management System requires a description of 
how internal audits are planned and conducted. Internal 
audits help to ensure that a Quality System works and that 
continuous improvements are achieved. A company’s 
management team must be involved and direct most of 
the audits, communicating results to staff, at least on an 
annual basis.

For both internal and external audits, quality management 
metrics will be analysed and the results used to resolve 
non-conformities. A quality management system doesn’t 
necessarily stop problems from occurring, but rather 
it helps in detecting and resolving them. So in a way 
finding problems in the business should be welcomed 
and encouraged. Hence internal audits should focus on 
identifying the root cause of a problem, and check that 
the proper preventative actions have been implemented. 

ISO 9001 has adopted the PDCA-cycle, advocated by W. 
Edwards Deming. This stands for Plan, Do, Check (measure) 
and Act (analyse and take action). Diagram by Karn G. Bulsuk 
(http://www.bulsuk.com).
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External audits normally take place annually and should 
be looked upon as possibilities for additional training for 
applied quality management. The organisation may have 
taken into account all aspects of quality assurance, but an 
external auditor can often see what has been overlooked. 

Again, the identification of problems should be welcomed, 
because then the business has something new to improve. 
The result should be that waste and inefficiencies, either 
in material or time, are eliminated. The positive outcome 
is that the company saves money in the process.

Certification versus Accreditation
Various industry bodies, such as the British Printing 
Industries Federation, the Swedish Printers’ Federation, 
FOGRA in Germany and UGRA in Switzerland have 
developed certification procedures, or so called 
certification schemes, for ISO 12647-2. These schemes 
confirm a printing company’s ability to produce work that 
complies with the standard and are the basis of various 
accreditation procedures, some of which are audited by 
independent auditors and some of which are not. 

A printing company that successfully fulfils the 
requirements of an accredited ISO 12647-2 scheme 
receives a certificate confirming their achievements. The 
certificate’s value depends of course on who has done 
the certifying and the scope of the certification body’s 
authority. For example, the BPIF certification scheme is 

accredited by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service 
(UKAS), an internationally recognised government body. 

One should beware certifications provided by 
organisations who also provide consulting services to the 
company, or sell software or equipment. In a true third 
party auditing scenario, the auditing party should have 
no vested interest in whether the company being audited 
passes or fails.

All of the topics covered in this article need to be 
understood both by publishers and print media producers, 
in order to implement ISO 12647-2 fully and as part of a 
company’s overall quality control.

– Laurel Brunner

Ultimately a certification according to ISO 12647-2 is about 
achieving a high and even print quality. But by coupling it with 
a Quality Management System, you should also be able to 
streamline the whole production process. Correctly applied you 
will achieve a higher throughput, and reduce errors.
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Not all of us are here in the thick of drupa, but those of 

us who aren’t are probably being bombarded with news 

from the show.

You can use this quiz to test how well you’ve paid attention 

to the news lines. Or you can see how well you know the 

industry, by working out the answers for yourself.

1. What user interface technology borrows from the 

Mac OS and will appear in products from EFI, Agfa, 

HP and Xerox?

a) Cloud

b) Software as a Service

c) Superwide screen

d) iPad

e) Dashboard 

2. Shown as a technology preview at drupa 2008, it’s a 

digital press that curiously doesn’t print variable data. 

a) Pressjet 940

b) Setpress 1000

c) Truejet 740

d) Jetpress 720

e) Presstrue 800

3. A major press manufacturer has a new inkjet press, 

developed in conjunction with a large US printing 

company. Who is it?

a) KBA with the Rotajet 76

b) Komori with the PrimaJet 42

c) Heidelberg with the Grussljet 77

d) Mitsubishi with the Linajet 69

e) Goss with the Streamjet 22

4. Xeikon is introducing a new line of imagers based 

on technology purchased from Kodak. What is that 

technology?

a) Argonalixx

b) Pindolinexx

c) Thermoflexx

d) Sintomagexx

e) Ferrandexx

5. Mutoh is introducing a 64ins printer, with speeds up 

to 36 m²/h at 720 x 720 dpi. What is it called?

a) Bimajet 1638

b) Linojet 1638

c) Pricejet 1638

d) Valuejet 1638

e) Mimojet 1638

6. How many visitors are expected to attend drupa?

a) Over 500,000

b) 375,000+ 

c) 400,000+

d) 200,000 to 300,000

e) No one really knows.

7. Memjet heads keep getting talked about. Who is 

introducing a colour sheetfed press that prints 500 

A4s per minute, based on this technology?

a) Xerox

b) Delphax 

c) HP

d) Ricoh

e) Konica Minolta

8. Benny Landa is one of the fathers of digital printing. 

What is he expected to be showing at drupa?

a) substrate treatments for digital printing based on nano 

technology

b) high speed servers for variable data based on nano 

technology

c) colour measurement tools based on nano technology

d) environmentally friendly coatings based on nano 

technology

e) a line of digital presses based on nano technology

9. How many days does drupa last?

a) 14

b) 16

c) 12

d) 10

e) 8

10. Which company is sponsoring the Eco Leadership 

Forum at drupa?

a) Ricoh

b) HP

Quiz
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c) Screen

d) Hunkeler

e) Agfa

11. How much does it cost to get into drupa?

a) Free

b) €25

c) €65

d) €55

e) €35

12. What is Women in Print at drupa?

a) A luncheon for wives of visitors sponsored by Manroland.

b) A calendar of young women with no clothes on 

sponsored by Mitsubishi.

c) Club of leading women executives sponsored by Xerox 

and HP.

d) A training programme for women who want to get into 

print, sponsored by Ricoh.

e) A networking event for women, sponsored by 

Heidelberg.

13. drupa will not be the industry’s main event for 

matters environmental. Which show will be?

a) Wan Ifra in October in Madrid?

b) CrossHatch in October in London

c) Media Mundo in September in Cologne

d) Ecoprint in September in Berlin

e) GreenGas in Tokyo in December

14. What ISO standard should be most referenced on 

printing press stands at drupa?

a) ISO 14001

b) ISO 9001

c) ISO 12647

d) ISO 14067

e) ISO 15930

15. How seriously should you take the results of this 

quiz?

a) As seriously as is relevant for you.

b) Not seriously at all.

c) Very seriously because you are in PR and need to learn, 

even though you don’t want to.

d) Seriously because this is about your brain and memory 

which may be in decline.

e) Really seriously because this industry is all that matters 

to you.

Answers. You get 4 points per correct answer for a 

maximum score of 60.

1. e

2. d

3. a

4. c

5. d

6. b

7. b

8. e

9. a

10. b

11. c

12. e

13. d

14. c

15. a

What your score means

0 - 20 This is so pathetic that you don’t need to be told 

what it means.

21 - 40 This is a bit more like it. Presumably, you are 

watching the digital pigeons arriving daily bearing news, 

with a hawkish stance and an air of quiet confidence. With 

the stars aligning to your sign tomorrow, this is a good 

day to plan your next meal deal at the local pizzeria.

41 - 50  Well we seem to be whittling down the 

competition to the merest nub. This is a more than decent 

score and shows that not only have you paid attention to 

the news flooding out of Düsseldorf, but you have been 

paying attention for several months as much of this stuff 

got leaked in advance.

51 - 60 An astonishing score that leaves us breathless, we 

are so very impressed. Well done!
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X-word Puzzle

Number 36 – Answers

P R O P R I E T A R Y S O F T W A R E

A P E M N A R B L

R I T V B R A I L L E A S M E

T I E O L E D O C

N C A S H O R T S I D E L U T

E N A B L E S G M S K U R

R L S I T U A T E D H T W O

S D R A I N E N O E N

H S E N G A P W I

I N Y T B G R T C

P O S I T I O N I N G F E A T U R E S

S I H O N R S H U

T R I A L A E S E E

P A Y N S T R A G G L E R C

R G Y A I E T A G

I N C H A T O N E B

M L I N E A R T E E S M A L L

A U I E U B E

L A B E L L I N G S O L U T I O N S


